Prioritizing Intelligence in Conducting Football Training
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Abstract—The training program used by SSB ASCO did not pay attention to the intelligence aspects so that it had not been able to speak much in football matches in the city of Padang. This study aims to find out whether there is a relationship between the level of intelligence and basic techniques of football in SSB ASCO students. This research is a correlational study, with a sample of 28 students. The data analysis technique uses Pearson correlation formula. From the data analysis shows that students who have intelligence above the average have a good basic football technique. Whereas students who have low intelligence have the basic techniques of football below. Thus the level of intelligence influences students' basic football techniques. Therefore, in conducting soccer coaching it is necessary to prioritize the level of intelligence of students in order to produce good football players.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The soccer school (SSB) is a place for children to learn more about football. The football school not only provides a way to develop football, but soccer schools are also able to reform the football sports training system [1]. Soccer practice is not only aimed at forming expertise but also to increase knowledge, because intelligence supports expertise [2], in addition, cognitive censorship of an athlete is faster than that of non-athletes [3], in superior cognitive processes must improve the process of maintaining the response used in decision making [4], likewise, the quality of intelligence is the main determinant of the success of an athlete [5].

The results of the study prove that, someone who uses emotional information to help in making decisions [6], emotional levels are highlighted as a stable disposition related to sports performance [7], intelligence is also the most advanced conceptualization in understanding the characteristics of emotional traits [8], intelligence will help in higher decision making related to athletes' abilities [9], physical movement characteristics according to increased brain activity [10]. However, at the level of certain athletes (beginner athletes) compared to non-athletes, the level of intelligence is lower than that of non-athletes [11]. Identification and development of talent in football is a multi-functional approach that involves systematic assessment of the physiological, technical, tactical, social and psychological characteristics of the player [12], skill is an action or task that is done intentionally to achieve a certain goal [13].

So far, researcher have not found the SSB (specifically at SSB ASCO) in the city of Padang which emphasizes the development of intelligence capabilities in their students. This can be seen when playing, which is the mastery of passing techniques are often less accurate, when dribbling quickly taken by the opponent, and other skills are also still very low. Therefore researchers feel the need to research related intelligence in conducting soccer coaching on the SSB, the findings in this study will answer questions about: Is there a relationship between the level of intelligence and basic techniques of football in SSB ASCO students?

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This study is a correlational study, which is to find out whether there is a relationship between intelligence and the basic techniques of playing football on SSB ASCO children. The sampling technique in this study uses a total sampling technique, which determines the sample based on the existing population. Thus the number of samples in this study is as much as the population that exists, namely 28 ASCO Padang Sarai football school students in Padang city.

To determine the level of intelligence of children, researchers conducted tests with IQ. Whereas to see the basic techniques of the child the researchers conducted a test of basic soccer skills. Furthermore, to analyze the data researchers used Pearson correlation formula.

III. RESULTS

The data produced in this study were processed using the formula of person correlation. But before it is processed with the person correlation formula, first the data of the basic football ability tests (wall volley, dribbling, arrival pass for, and ball control), are processed using the t-score formula, after the t-score data is obtained then the rats are searched As a result, this is the score test of basic football technical skills, and then correlated with the IQ ability test data using the formula of person correlation. From the results of the data analysis proves...
that, students have a high level of intelligence have high basic technical skills as well.
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Based on the results of the calculation using the formula, the person correlation obtained the result of r count is greater than r table (0.782 > 0.374), with a significance of 0.000 can be concluded that IQ has a strong correlation with the basic abilities in football games. Therefore, from the data analysis of 28 students, students who have intelligence above average have good basic football techniques. Whereas those with low intelligence have an effect on the low level of basic football techniques. Thus the level of intelligence has a close relationship with both the bad and basic techniques of student football. So in conducting football coaching it is necessary to prioritize the level of intelligence of students above average in order to produce good football players.

IV. DISCUSSION

The take-home message is that perceptual cognitive skills of players can receive training and instruction and, consequently, an important challenge for trainers is to determine the best way to design, implement and evaluate appropriate training programs and practices [14]. One last question remains; How do coaches know that players know and understand what game intelligence is? One obvious answer is kinesthetic where the trainer observes the player who executes or replicates the game’s intelligence skills, or its components, in training and in competitive matches. However, one major problem when designing practical activities involves’ retention and transfer of learning from the activity to the complexity of field performance [15]. We know that possession of superior perceptual cognitive skills is a function of the task-specific knowledge base that is enhanced by players developed through experience, quality of training, and coaching instructions. In addition, involvement in soccer-specific training activities during adolescence and certain sports playing activities during childhood especially are factors that contribute to the development of perceptual cognitive skills [16]. In this case, a lot of evidence supports how small games that involve game-specific contexts and situations facilitate the development of player awareness (eg play patterns, spatial recognition) and problem-solving abilities that often help players to make faster, more efficient decision during the match [17]. We also know that Teaching Games are for Understanding [18]. guided discovery [19], learning through understanding [20], and it is inseparable from the intelligence abilities of students to be able to receive quickly and cerman as much as the knowledge transferred by the coach. This is evident from the results of research, that the level of intelligence will greatly affect the level of basic technical skills of [21].

Table: Pearson Correlation for IQ vs Basic Football Skills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>IQ</th>
<th>Basic Football Skills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>.782**</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compared to anthropometric and physiological skills, cognitive skills are considered to have more influence on success in playing football and especially at the elite level [27], the perception of cognitive skills, is often considered by the coach as knowledge about play or play intelligence, which combines the ability to play to read games, anticipate opponents and involve key skills such as creativity, innovation, and decision making [28]. Cognitive ability also refers to the ability to think of strategies that actively assist and modify actions during the game, which facilitates expectations about what will happen in certain circumstances [29], this decision often occurs when under pressure, where the opposing player tries to limit space and time. Perceptions of cognitive skills combine a number of key components or cognitive factors, such as increasing knowledge about situational problems, recognizing playing patterns, utilizing visual strategies and processing prospective information [30].

V. CONCLUSION

Basic techniques of football will be easily mastered if the person digests the material presented by the coach. The purpose of this research is to find out how big the relationship is to mastering the basic techniques of football in football school students. This study reports data on basic football techniques based on intelligence on ASCO soccer schools, Padang, West Sumatra. Analysis of data on 28 students showed that students who had intelligence above average had good basic football techniques. Whereas those with low intelligence have an effect on the low level of basic football techniques. Thus the level of intelligence has a close relationship with both the bad and basic techniques of student football. So in conducting football coaching it is necessary to prioritize the level of intelligence of students above average in order to produce good football players.
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